Cloning in progress.
McKana, June 20, 2020
Daniel 2:22 (KJV)
He revealeth the deep and secret things: he knoweth what is in the darkness, and the light
dwelleth with him.
1 Corinthians 13:9-12 (KJV)
9 For we know in part, and we prophesy in part.
10 But when that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall be done away.
-----------///////////-----------

I have to struggle releasing this. What the Lord shows us, we have to revel. In the last vision
( Cloned-Genetically Engineered! https://444prophecynews.com/cloned-genetically-engineeredmckana/, APRIL 17, 2020 12:23 PM, MCKANA), I saw the cloning of Corona, two veils and the
shopping centers shuttered. I didn't fully understood what I saw since I was struggling with the name
“Corona” which was not reveled to me clearly at the time. Corona came and I woke up from my
uncertainty.
Here again, I saw a cloning going on in a Chines lab, molecular Biology cloning the same as the
cloning procedure of any gen and as well the corona. What it means, whether I understood it or not, is
for all to take it to the Lord. The reason why the Lord showed me this vision is because I have been
doing cloning and expression for long and can understand by seeing related works anywhere. Here is
the vision:-

Molecular Biology lab, DNA cloning
(Revelation of June 14, 2020, 3:30AM)
It is a molecular biology lab where cloning is being done. I see an agarose gel and understood there is
DNA being run. I am eager to read the agarose gel. I see many faint bands of restricted DNA on a get
run at a slant. Unusually, the gel is run at an angle some 60 degree angle inclined down. There are
many bands of the gel, lots of lanes, 10-12 lanes. I felt the gel has been running for long and almost
going to elute. Many faint bands on each lane. In the meddle of the gel, clearly, I see two distinct
bands, red, the color of Ethidium bromide. The size of the two band are close to each other some
500-600 bp(1/2 kb). Almost the size of the alpha beta chains of hemoglobin. When I see the bands,
coming close, I see a Chines lab tech, in upper twenties, lower thirties, walking from the left forward
towards the gel sort of inquiring what I am traying to do and sort of trying to read the gel. I see this
Chines lab technologist with long regular lab guans coming from the left toward the agarose gel. I saw
the gel, the different many faint band and the two lower molecular weight band red as stained by
trapping Ethidium bromide migrating inclined up on the gel without UV light. I saw them from far and
near without the aid of a regular source of UV light. The lab tech came with a hand UV light attached
to a power source, unusual, with a long cord. He came near and lighted the UV around. I felt chocked
and couldn't stand the strength of the power of the UV light. That is when I woke up. Through out the
revelation, I felt I was there with the uncomfortable feelings of the man approaching and the UV light.
Taken for the visit.
The lab is a medium size lab, many shelves and benches like regular molecular biology lab.
What is being cloned and why do I see a Chines lab?
Interpritation
1. Cloning of specific gen is in progress.
2. In a Chines lab.

3. The vision I had was not powered by the UV source but the vision through the eyes of the
Lord(I have seen nuclear material the same way, with no aid of any machine)
4. The two band of two specific DNA gens? Are consistent with the two veils I have seen in the
cloning of the corona virus. Two veils, two DNA fragments in separate revelations means
important.
5. Why is the UV source connected to a power source with a long cord when the regular devise
is a hand held with no cord? The hand held UV source is very far away from the gel, why? A
source of attack?
6. Why is the gel running inclined at 60 degree angle and the gel migrating up instead of
horizontal/leveled to the bench? And what is the gen they are cloning is not clear for me.
7. Second round cloning for a second generation of Pandemic?
(Social Medea has it that Ebola and 15 other strains of virus samples have been shipped in two veils
from Canada to the same Wuhan virology laboratory in Chine on March of 2019. Is this cloning related
to the same samples obtained? Ebola? See this:-Time point 11:30-13:20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=2lV7H8zv9lQ)

